3RD TEMPLE COUNTDOWN I
PROPHETIC OVERLAY TO THE PATTERNS OF WORLD WARS

The purpose of this illustration is to conjecture the possible timelines of the ‘event’ that could lead-up to the construction of the 3rd Temple on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, Israel. In relation to such an event, its prophecy is a factor of time based off or the Golden Section. Certain key prophetic
events always occur on certain dates and are a factor of divine mathematics. The Golden Section or the phi ratio is ‘the division of a line so that the whole is to the greater part as that part is to the smaller part, i.e., in a ratio of 1 to 1/2 (√5 + 1)’. It is a mathematical proportion that is considered to be
particularly used as the ‘Signature of YHVH’, the Creator. It is interesting that the word signature comes from the root word to ‘sign’ or a marker. This mathematical phenomenon is seen as the building blocks of measurement in all things. Pythagoras had it right when he stated that ‘All is Numbers’.
This illustration strongly suggests that even Biblical prophecy is about numbers, certain numbers and dates that can be reduced to mathematical variables even. Biblical prophecy is about numbers, specific to days in the case of the coming 3 rd Temple as prophecy is about its timing.

Thus could this mathematical projection suggest when World War III is to occur in 2022? What would this war look like and who would be involved? Given the glimpses of Biblical prophecy, many speculated that this 3rd World War will
involve the nations of Israel, Russia and its Muslim enemies. If this is to be the case, a prime candidate would be the Gog-Magog War in which the international alliance among Russia, Iran primarily and the outer-ring of Muslim nations
attack Israel. If this would or could be plausible, could this suggest that sometime in the 2nd decade, such a time that constitutes part of the Tribulation period? This study is assuming a literal 7-year ‘week’ that will constitute Daniel’s
last prophetic week of Years or Sabbatical Cycle. This world war is not taking into account the other arguments that suggest that in order to produce such a state of geo-politics in the region where Israel no longer has ‘walled cities’ that
the Psalm 83 War has to occur then prior to 2022. In that case, such a confrontation might make it politically and religiously plausible for Israel to build the 3rd Temple of YHVH.

THE GOLDEN SECTION OF PROPHECY
The timelines suggested on the charts associated with this study appear to converge on the
year 2018. There are 2 main times that such a
marker is calculated from. There is the year,
assumed to be the time Israel crossed over the
River Jordan into the Promised Land, to be
around 1413 BC. Many believe that from that
point, there are 70 Jubilees that are to be
counted from when the last Sabbatical Cycle or
the last 7-year ‘week’ of Daniel is to commence
and the return of the Messiah is to take place.

70 Years = 1948-2018
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NOTE: (70 AD +1948 years = 2018)
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Then there is the captivity of the northern 10
tribes by the Assyrians to be approximated to
have been in 721 BC. This mathematical
calculation deals with the 390 days Ezekiel
was instructed to lay on his side for the
Northern Kingdom of Israel that was later taken
captive.
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OBSERVATION: Ezek 4:1-5 | 390 years for Israel’s Punishment [ 390 x 7 decrees = 2730 ] = (719 BC + 2730 Years) =
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Not only is Biblical prophecy a factor of time but events in the secular world are also often tied to certain numerical values. Moreover the Luciferians also often use
the same time-tables and prophetic templates. Some have made the case that for example, the world wars are one such phenomenon that this study agrees with and
is one of the series of events that is subject to the Golden Section. For example, if one uses the start of World War I, that of 1914 and the beginning of World War 2
that started in 1939, then the 3rd triangulation results in the year 2022.

Gog-Magog War?
What is very peculiar, mathematically at least is
that if one superimposes the phi ratio graphic
onto the timeline from 1914 to 2022, the fulcrum
spiral portion of the graphic completely matches
with the duration of the 2nd World War, that
from September of 1939 to September of 1945.

